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ENABLE MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY
FOR THE MOBILE WORKFORCE

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.

www.lenovo.com

End-to-end IT
Infrastructure Solutions
to Ensure a Productive
Mobile Workforce
Everywhere around the world, the workforce
is on the move. Mobility is the name of the game.
If you’re like most organizations, you’re
responding to this trend by investing heavily
in mobile tools and infrastructure. That’s great
news for workforce productivity, flexibility
and employee happiness, but it is challenging
news for security and control. To get the most
out of mobility, it’s critical to have a future-ready
infrastructure that can keep pace with the new
age workforce and style.

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Devices are Decisive
When thinking about a future-ready infrastructure, you need
to start with the end computing devices. The devices you
choose to give to your employees will have a direct impact
on their productivity and efficiency.
The impact of equipping your workforce with the right
end point devices is two-fold. It will allow your
employees to focus exclusively on their work, rather
than having to worry about issues like connectivity
and performance.
The seamless work environment will make for happier
employees who are less likely to quit because of
an ill-equipped workplace.
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Why Lenovo
for Mobility
Lenovo devices transform mobile productivity. We have
developed an exceptional portfolio of the highest quality
mobile products and services including ultrabooks,
convertibles and tablets. With Lenovo’s ThinkPad X1
product family, ThinkPad T series and E series of
products, employees get the freedom to work anywhere
with uncompromising performance. These devices offer
all the essentials for a productive mobile workforce:

Performance

Security

Dual and quad-core processors
4-8GB of RAM
500GB to 1TB hard drive
High-resolution LCD screens
Dual-band WiFi
Long-lasting batteries

Windows-compatible
Hard drive encryption
Biometric fingerprint recognition
Protect identity and secure data
with Intel® Authenticate
Remote maintenance and wireless
manageability with Intel® Active
Management Technology (AMT)

Flexibility

Connectivity

Full PC capacity in a 2-in-1 device
Modular expandability
Light and thin

4G LTE-A mobility
Optional WiGig dock

Durability

Quality

MIL-SPEC durability
AMOLED displays
Spill-resistant keyboard
Shatter-resistant glass

Carbon fiber cover
Disk Drive Bracket to protect the
hard drive from shocks and
vibrations

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Why Lenovo for mobility?

ThinkPad X1 Series
Lenovo Software

ThinkPad T Series

Cloud Solutions

ThinkPad E Series

Lenovo Services

ThinkPad X1 Series
The innovative Lenovo ThinkPad X1 family of mobile devices represents the next
generation of enterprise computing, combining sleek, consumer-inspired
designs with unprecedented security and IT manageability.

Get Used to
Checking Your Bag

Sacrifice Nothing for
Portability

Starting at less than three
pounds, the ThinkPad X1
devices are our smallest and
thinnest devices yet. You might
find yourself checking a lot
to make sure it's really there.

With a smaller footprint than previous
generations, the X1 devices are easier
to hold, carry, and take your work on
the go. But the best part? We’ve packed
in even more processing power, more
memory, and more storage to drive your
business. Plus we managed to keep the
incredible display. Now that’s innovation.

We’ve Got Your Back

Up and Running, Even if
You’re Not

With four layers of carbon-fiber
reinforced chassis and a magnesium
alloy roll-cage for added strength,
we’ve engineered the X1 family
of products to handle whatever
comes your way. From spilled drinks,
to drops and knocks, these devices
are tested against 12 military-grade
requirements and pass more than
200 durability tests. Whether it’s
a day at the office, or a day on
the move, X1 has you covered.

Even when WiFi is out of range,
the optional Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ X7
LTE-A means you always have
connectivity and access to all your
data and apps in the cloud.
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Why Lenovo for mobility?

ThinkPad X1 Series
Lenovo Software

ThinkPad T Series

Cloud Solutions

ThinkPad E Series

Lenovo Services

From 0 to 80 in 60

Less Really is More

X1 devices deliver up to 15.5 hours of
battery life. And if you’re running low,
the rapid charging feature provides
80% capacity in just an hour. So a lunch
break or a layover can easily boost
your battery up to more than 12 hours.

X1 Carbon is available with Microsoft
Windows 10 Pro Signature Edition.
No more trialware or unwanted apps.
No more distractions — and easy
provisioning for IT pros.

Prepare to be
Thunderstruck
The X1 devices include Intel®
Thunderbolt™ 3, the technology that
brings lightning-fast Thunderbolt to
USB-C at speeds of up to 40 Gbps.
Supporting enterprise thin-and-light
PCs and mobile workstations.
Thunderbolt™ 3 moves massive files,
images and video at speeds 8X faster
than USB 3.0. And with Lenovo's
Thunderbolt simplified docking
solution, support those heavy
content creation or data intensive
tasks easily. Also, your experience
is improved with faster charging,
peer-to-peer data transfer and
connection to two external 4K
displays.

We Mean
ALWAYS Covered
X1 Carbon comes with a standard
worldwide warranty. That means that
you can get help in 160 countries.
We work around the world so your
business can too.

Heavy Duty Security
Lenovo's biometric fingerprint
recognition simplifies access
management. Protect identity
and secure data with Intel®
Authenticate for more robust
policy enfrorcement options.
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ThinkPad X1 Tablet
ThinkPad Thunderbolt dock

ThinkPad X1 Carbon

Lenovo 17” Passage
Backpack

ThinkPad X1 Yoga

Lenovo USB-C Travel Hub

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Why Lenovo for mobility?
ThinkPad X1 Series
Lenovo Software

ThinkPad T Series
Cloud Solutions

ThinkPad E Series
Lenovo Services

Thin and Light with
Incredible Safety
ThinkPad T starts at just 3 pounds
and 18.8 mm long. Its carbon-fiber
cover, spill-resistant keyboard,
and shatter-resistant glass provide
durability for work on the go.

ThinkPad T Series
ThinkPad T series builds upon superior design with the performance and durability
professional users demand. Celebrated for their award-winning precision keyboards
and strong performance, these laptops stand out from the crowd.
The ThinkPad T series of products is ideal for companies who need true
business-class notebooks with an all-day battery life.

Powerful Processing
Equipped with the latest Intel® Core™
processors and paired with 2GB vRam
graphics option, users can switch
effortlessly between their favorite
apps — increasing their productivity
and creativity along the way.

SSD

Superfast PCIe SSD
Storage

User Friendly, Business
Friendly

Unlike a regular mechanical hard drive,
a Solid-State Drive (SSD) has no
moving parts and performs faster —
including booting up (nearly 3X
quicker), opening files (as much as 30%
faster), and transferring files (around
200 MB/s, compared to 50-120 MB/s).
As well as being quieter, it’s also more
reliable, more rugged, and more secure.

Easy to set up and roll out, the T series
products are also quick to service,
upgrade, and secure. From an
everyday user to an IT technician, this
business laptop is designed to make
life (and work) easier for everyone.

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Why Lenovo for mobility?
ThinkPad X1 Series

ThinkPad T Series

Lenovo Software

Cloud Solutions

ThinkPad E Series
Lenovo Services

Less is the New More
The T series products are available
with Microsoft Windows 10 Pro
Signature Edition. Now, you can
say goodbye to unwanted trial
ware, apps, or distractions
and hello to a faster laptop,
from startup to shut down
and everything in between.

Forgot Your Password?
No Sweat.
With Lenovo’s Match on Chip
Fingerprint Reader(Moc FPR), there’s
no need to worry about remembering
your password. Simply touch the
fingerprint reader to log in, quickly
and securely.

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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ThinkPad T580

Lenovo fingerprint
biometric wired mouse

ThinkPad T480s
Lenovo privacy filters from 3m

ThinkPad T480
Lenovo stereo headset

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Why Lenovo for mobility?
ThinkPad X1 Series

ThinkPad T Series

Lenovo Software

Cloud Solutions

ThinkPad E Series
Lenovo Services

ThinkPad E Series

Powerful Performance

Light Yet Robust

Enjoy the new standard for PC
performance with the latest Intel® Core™
processors. Blazingly fast and
feature-packed with built-in security,
they are ready to take your productivity,
creativity, and entertainment
to the next level.

At less than 1" thin and weighing less
than 2.3 kg, the Lenovo E series
products are designed for you to work
from anywhere. Plus, there's no gap
between the keys on the keyboard,
so the build-up of dust and dirt, which
can degrade performance over time,
is vastly reduced.

Secure and Reliable

Plenty of Storage

When it comes to IT security and data
breaches, you can never be too careful.
That's why the industry-certified
Trusted Platform Module is integrated
into the Lenovo E series products,
enabling file encryption, password
protection, boot protection, and more.

With up to 1 TB of storage space, there's
ample room for all your documents,
data, and other digital files.

Built with security and productivity in mind, the ThinkPad E Series offers users a
compelling and durable facade with all the features of a premier business laptop.
Lightweight and durable, the ThinkPad E Series is perfect for new businesses and
on-the-go users.

Powered by Intel®.
Intel Inside®.
Lenovo recommends
Windows
10 Pro. Outside.
Powerful
Productivity
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ThinkPad E470

Second battery

ThinkPad E570

Portable hard drive

USB charging adapter
Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Why Lenovo for mobility?
ThinkPad X1 Series

Lenovo Software

ThinkPad T Series
Cloud Solutions

ThinkPad E Series

Lenovo Services

Legacy Windows apps and private
or public cloud apps all in one
workspace for the user.

Lenovo
Unified
Workspace
Lenovo Unified Workspace enables organizations
to securely deliver the right apps and content,
to the right users – anytime, anywhere on any
device. So your workforce can have the flexibility,
policies and tools they need to be more creative,
productive and collaborative.

OS agnostic – works the same on
Windows 7 as it does on Android,
iOS, Mac OS or Windows 10.

A consistent experience on
corporate-issued machines or
mobile/BYOD.

Available on-premises with your
existing infrastructure or as
a hosted solution managed
by Lenovo.

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Why Lenovo for mobility?
ThinkPad X1 Series
Lenovo Software

ThinkPad T Series

Cloud Solutions

Lenovo Cloud
Solutions
Quickly deploy IT solutions and applications,
respond faster to emerging opportunities with cloud
solutions from Lenovo, Microsoft, RedHad, SUSE
and VMWare.

ThinkPad E Series

Lenovo Services

Highly Secure

Scale on Demand

Security is top priority as it
impacts not only the cloud
stored data, but also puts
data of the entire enterprise
at risk.

Cloud solutions must be able
to scale easily to meet
an organization's needs
as they evolve and grow.

Always Available

Easy to Manage

Organizations require
cloud solutions that are
always operational, with
minimal downtime.

Manageability of a system –
which includes the simplicity
and speed with which a system
is repaired and maintained,
is essential.

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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ThinkPad E Series

Lenovo Services

Support
Premier Support: Avail a dedicated 1-800 phone number and

single point of contact for end-to-end case management for OEM
software and hardware support. Benefit from courteous,
consistent communication from a skilled technical troubleshooter
for a speedy resolution.

Lenovo Services

Warranty Extensions: Realize your objectives for cost

efficiency, improved service levels, and end-user satisfaction
with warranty extensions. Lenovo’s flexible warranty options
are designed to fit the different needs of your business.

Protect
Accidental Damage Protection: Accidental Damage Protection

provides significant savings relative to the cost of repairs or a new
system. Users typically save between 28%-80% depending on the
machine type and repairs needed.

Onsite Service Warranty: Maximizes PC uptime and productivity
by providing convenient, fast repair service at your place. Frees your
IT staff from installing all internal parts so that they have more time
to deal with mission critical business.
Expedited Depot Repair Warranty: Customers who purchase

Expedited Depot upgrades will receive front of the line, highest
priority for repairs in the depot. In the unlikely event that needed
parts are backordered, Expedited Depot customers receive priority
sequence for backordered parts.

Keep Your Drive: Avoid any potential legal and monetary
repercussions associated with a breach in data security with Lenovo
Keep Your Drive service. It provides predictable upfront costs
and eliminates the need for tracking failed drives in transit, giving
IT staff the time to concentrate on mission-critical business activities.
Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Deploy
Encryption Services: Hard drive encryption is essential to prevent unauthorized
access to data sophisticated attacks.
Asset Tagging: Having your IT staff manually apply asset tags to your organization’s
computers is a time-consuming and expensive process. However, Lenovo Asset
Tagging removes this burden and reduces your costs by having Lenovo apply your
asset tag during manufacturing.

Deployment Automation Services: Many IT infrastructure leaders are creating
operational efficiencies by simplifying IT deployment and shortening provisioning
time. Lenovo fulfills this strategic vision by enabling organizations to increase capacity
through shifting specialized technical activities – such as image design and delivery –
to hardware manufacturing.
First Boot Services: Before your new PCs can be put to use, your technicians need
to perform final 'fast boot' configuration tasks. Performed in-house, these tasks can
often take your IT staff between 1 and 2 hours. However, with Lenovo First Boot, you
can automate the processes for any image type and move the activities into Lenovo
manufacturing. As a result, you save time, resources, and costs - right from the start.
Smart Image: Manage multiple images and drivers, as well as tackle driver

installation issues with Lenovo’s Smart Image that gives you compatibility across all
Lenovo-based hardware platforms. It combines Lenovo hardware and your Windows®
7/8 image in a single, dynamic imaging solution that manages driver maintenance. As
a result, your image maintenance costs can be reduced significantly.

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Lenovo for
Workforce Mobility
Enabling the mobile workforce to be productive anytime, anywhere
and in any way they need to without compromising on security
and manageability of their devices needs a robust unified IT
infrastructure. Lenovo is uniquely capable to partner with you on this
front. We deliver IT infrastructure solutions that truly equip the future
for mobile workforces.

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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reasons
why Lenovo is a difference maker

Trusted around
the world

Expertise across
categories

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro.

Choose Lenovo
with confidence

Business-boosting
technology

Flexible support
network

www.lenovo.com

